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The properties of compressed liquid hydrogen, the most abundant
fluid in the universe, have been investigated by means of first-
principles molecular dynamics at pressures between 75 and 175
GPa and temperatures closer to the freezing line than so far
reported in shock-wave experiments. Evidence for a liquid–liquid
transition between a molecular and a dissociated phase is pro-
vided. The transition is accompanied by a 6% increase in density
and by metallization. This finding has important implications for
our understanding of the interiors of giant planets and supports
predictions of a quantum fluid state at low temperatures.

The search for a metallic state and the abundance of hydrogen
in stars and giant planets have stimulated widespread interest

in the states of hydrogen at extreme conditions of pressure and
temperature. Multimegabar pressures (1 Mbar � 100 GPa � 106

atm) can be simulated in the laboratory by means of shock-wave
or static methods. Shock experiments have focused on the fluid
at very high temperatures (1–3), whereas static experiments on
the solid molecular phases (4–6) were mainly at low tempera-
tures. Temperatures in shock experiments increase fast with
pressure, up to several thousand K, whereas temperatures in
static diamond-anvil cell experiments typically are restricted to
ambient or below, because of difficulties in sample confinement.
As a consequence, the properties of compressed liquid hydrogen
at intermediate temperatures, close to the freezing line, are
unknown. An extrapolation of the freezing line, obtained from
measurements up to 20 GPa, suggests that the freezing temper-
ature could cease to increase after reaching 1,100 K at a critical
pressure of �120 GPa (7). More recent experiments confirm this
picture (E. Gregoryanz, A. F. Goncharov, K. Matsuishi, H.-k.
Mao, and R. J. Hemley, personal communication). A sign
reversal of the freezing slope implies, through the Clausius–
Clapeyron relation, that the liquid becomes denser than the solid
above 120 GPa. This finding raises fundamental questions about
the structure of the compressed liquid and in particular about the
extent of its structural differences with respect to the molecular
solid.

Computational Methods
First-principles molecular dynamics has been extensively used as
a theoretical tool to explore the behavior of hydrogen at extreme
conditions, for example along the shock compression curves
(9–12) and in the search for new low-temperature structures
(13). Evidence of a crossover from a molecular to an atomic
liquid in the region of the putative freezing maximum was
provided on the basis of first-principles molecular dynamics (14),
but no attempt was made to map out the location of the transition
line in the pressure-temperature diagram. Identifying with first-
principles simulations the occurrence of finite-temperature
phase transitions in compressed hydrogen requires extreme care.
First, the use of a constant-pressure (isobaric) thermodynamic
sampling is strongly suggested. In fact, direct constant-volume
simulations of phase transitions are affected by larger hysteresis
effects than constant-pressure simulations if the volume jump at
the transition is not negligible and the simulation cell is small (as
in first-principles simulations). On the other hand, indirect
constant-volume methods based on the evaluation of the Gibbs

free energy through thermodynamic integration (15) are com-
putationally expensive and become a viable option to direct
simulations only when the latter are affected by large hysteresis,
which is not the case of compressed liquid hydrogen, as seen
below. A second important technical issue concerns the sampling
of the Brillouin zone (in unit-cell crystal calculations), or
equivalently the size of the simulation cell (in supercell calcu-
lations with single-point Brillouin zone sampling). Relative
phase stabilities were shown to be unusually sensitive to these
approximations (13, 16). Here both requirements are met. The
first requirement is met by making use of the Parrinello–Rahman
algorithm (17), whereby the simulation cell is allowed to adjust
in size and shape to properly sample the isobaric ensemble. The
second requirement is met by working with simulation cells
containing 448 atoms, a number that was found sufficient to
guarantee convergence both for electronic and structural prop-
erties, as detailed below.

Simulations were performed with the Car–Parrinello method
(18) and a variable-cell algorithm (19). The fictitious mass of the
electronic wave functions was 50 a.u. (20), which requires a time
step of 4 a.u. for the integration of the equations of motion.
Molecular dynamics runs were started by equilibrating the
system for an amount of time varying between 0.5 and 1 ps, and
statistical averages were collected in the subsequent 1 ps of the
dynamics, corresponding to �10,000 time steps, respectively.
Protons were assumed to behave as classical particles. This is a
good approximation at 1,500 K, because quantum effects on the
ground-state structure are roughly equivalent to classical ther-
mal effects at 500 K in the classical system (21). The electron-ion
interaction was modeled with a pseudopotential (13) and elec-
tronic states were expanded in plane waves up to a cutoff of 60
Ry with �-point sampling of the Brillouin zone. �-point sampling
with a 448-atom supercell is roughly equivalent to the eight-point
sampling in a 64-atom supercell used in ref. 22. We estimate that
errors in the energy differences introduced by such k-point
sampling are of the order of 5 meV per atom. Electron–electron
interactions were treated by using the local density approxima-
tion supplemented with gradient corrections (13).

Results
A molecular liquid was initially equilibrated at 75 GPa and 1,500
K by melting a molecular solid from phase I. We did not observe
any sign of molecular dissociation at these conditions. Pressure
was then increased isothermally at a rate of �6 GPa�ps, up to
175 GPa. A clear transformation took place at 125 GPa, as
signaled by a significant reduction of the volume of the simula-
tion cell (Fig. 1). The reverse transition was observed when
pressure was released from 137 to 112 GPa, indicating that the
simulated transition is not affected by hysteresis. Inspection of
the local structure of the liquid and in particular of the H-H pair
correlation function, a measure of the probability of finding a
pair of H atoms at a distance r from one another, shows a clear
change from a molecular liquid �125 GPa, with a well defined
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first peak at �0.7 Å, the intramolecular bond length, to a
nonmolecular broader shape characteristic of a quasi-
monoatomic liquid, �125 GPa (Fig. 2A). At 125 GPa the pair
correlation function displayed an oscillatory molecular-to-
atomic behavior with time, indicating that thermal equilibration
could not be achieved at this pressure because of the limited size
and time scale of the simulation. This is also responsible for the
large error bar in the volume determination at 125 GPa (Fig. 1).
Such finite size effects are well known in simulations of phase
transitions and are consistent with a first-order character for the
transition, although the possibility that the transition is a rapid,
but continuous, crossover cannot be excluded a priori. The
volume jump and the latent heat at the transition pressure, which

we locate at 125 (�10) GPa, were calculated by extrapolating
averages obtained at lower and higher pressures. The volume
reduction is 6 (�2)%, whereas the latent heat is 70 (�20) meV
per atom (the transformation being endothermic from molecular
to nonmolecular). According to the Clausius–Clapeyron relation
these values yield a dT�dP slope for the phase boundary of �17
(�7) K�GPa. In fact, we found a very similar transition when
temperature was increased isobarically, at 125 GPa, to 2,000 K,
which provides an independent support to the negative dT�dP
slope.

Discussion
A number of important implications for the interiors of giant
planets and, more generally, for our understanding of the
hydrogen phase diagram (see Fig. 2B) can be immediately
inferred from the present results.

I first remark that the existence of a first-order liquid–liquid
transition line, the so-called plasma phase transition, has been
proposed (25), although on the basis of considerably simpler
models than the one used here. Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
simulations initially confirmed the existence of a first-order
transition line extending up to 10,000 K (24), but more recent
work suggests that QMC predictions may depend crucially on
how the location of the nodal planes of the electronic wave
function is approximated (26). All theoretical models propose
that the transition extends to temperatures up to at least 10,000
K, which appears to be inconsistent with recent experiments
along the reverberating-shock Hugoniot of H2, where a seem-
ingly continuous crossover from a molecular to a dissociated
liquid is observed (2). Our simulations indicate that a sharp
transition does indeed take place at lower temperatures (1,500–
2,000 K), which is not inconsistent with the experimental and
QMC results. The transition might end at a critical point located
below the temperatures reached in shock experiments. If so,
the nature of the liquid in the ‘‘supercritical’’ region above the
critical point, that is along the shock Hugoniots and along
the pressure-temperature isentrope of giant planets, could be
more complex than previously thought. A number of thermo-
dynamic and dynamical anomalies are known to occur above the
critical point (27). These include a maximum in the temperature
dependence of the pressure along the isentrope (1) and a
minimum in the pressure dependence of the sound velocity. All
of these anomalies are known to have important implications for
our understanding of the interiors of giant planets (28, 29).

Because a continuous insulator-to-metal transition has been
observed at similar pressures but slightly higher temperatures (2),
we checked whether the transition observed here is also associated
with metallization. We calculated the electronic density of states for

Fig. 3. Electronic density of states of hydrogen at 1,500 K in the molecular
state at 112 GPa (Left) and the nonmolecular state at 137 GPa (Right). The zero
of the energy corresponds to the Fermi level.

Fig. 1. Calculated volumes for liquid hydrogen at 1,500 K (bars; their size
gives the error). The anomalous error bar at 125 GPa is discussed in the text.
The dashed line indicates the experimental volume at 300 K (23).

Fig. 2. (A) Pair correlation functions of hydrogen at 1,500 K and the pressures
indicated. (B) Sketch of the hydrogen phase diagram. Circles indicate points
where simulations were performed; E correspond to points where the system
was found to be molecular (nonmolecular points are indicated by F). Triangles
indicate shock-wave points from ref. 2. A continuous transition from insulat-
ing (‚) to metal (Œ) behavior was observed. The dashed line is an extrapolation
of the melting line (7). The dash-dotted line is an extrapolation of the
first-order transition line predicted by quantum Monte Carlo simulations with
free-particle nodes for the electronic wave function (24). Gray lines indicate
suggested phase boundaries.
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the two phases (Fig. 3) and found that whereas the molecular phase
is insulating, the nonmolecular phase displays a finite density of
electronic states at the Fermi level, consistent with a metallic
character. However, we caution that an accurate estimate of the
electrical conductivity would require larger simulation cells (11)
and would be likely affected by the systematic underestimation of
excitation energies typical of gradient-corrected approximations to
density functional theory (30).

The presence of a liquid–liquid transition line in the T-P plane
(Fig. 2B) implies a downward change, or re-entrance, of the
melting slope, which is consistent with experimental extrapola-
tions (7). If the transition is first order then the change of the
melting slope is discontinuous as a result of the appearance of a
liquid–liquid–solid triple point. The re-entrance could then be
steeper than anticipated, in agreement with very recent exper-
imental evidence (E. Gregoryanz, A. F. Goncharov, K. Matsu-
ishi, H.-k. Mao, and R. J. Hemley, personal communication).

The domain of stability of the nonmolecular liquid could
extend to low temperatures and be further stabilized by quantum
effects, neglected in the present work. This picture is consistent
with the suggestion that the ground state of hydrogen at elevated
pressures and low temperatures may be a quantum fluid (8).

The transition should be easily detectable in experiments. In
static experiments, it would be signaled by the complete spec-
troscopic disappearance of the vibron excitation, whereas in
shock experiments it would manifest as a discontinuity in the
pressure–density relation.
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